The impact of training set data distributions for modelling of passive intestinal absorption.
This study presents regression and classification models to predict human intestinal absorption of 645 drug and drug like compounds using percentage human intestinal values from the published dataset by Hou et al. (2007c). The problem with this dataset and other datasets in the literature is there are more highly than poorly absorbed compounds. Any models developed using these datasets will be biased towards highly absorbed compounds and not applicable for use in industry where now more compounds are likely to be poorly absorbed. The study compared two training sets, TS1, a balanced (50:50) distribution of highly and poorly absorbed compounds created by under-sampling the majority high absorption compounds, with TS2, a randomly selected training set with biased distribution towards highly absorbed compounds. The regression results indicate that the best models were those developed using the balanced dataset (TS1). Also for classification, TS1 led to the most accurate models and the highest specificity value of 0.949. In comparison, TS2 led to the highest sensitivity with a value of 0.939. Thus, under-sampling the majority class of the highly absorbed compounds leads to a balanced training set (TS1) that can achieve more applicable in silico regression and classification models for the use in the industry.